
Death In a Pill: 

How The Supplement Industry Gets Away With Murder 

 

Rose Williams was livid when she found herself sitting in the waiting room of a Lexington, KY hospital 

while her husband, Carl, underwent hip replacement surgery. 

 “He was working in his garden,” Rose says. “And I guess he tripped on a root. Next thing I knew we’re in 

the ER and they’re telling us his hip is broken. 

“I said that can’t be, it wasn’t that bad a fall! And you know what they told me? They looked at his X-

Rays and said he had low bone density.” 

But what Rose said next is the sentiment that’s been echoed in waiting rooms all over America for nearly 

two decades. 

“Hell,” she said angrily. “That’s why we’ve been taking calcium for the last 20 years. The doctor said it 

would protect us from this!” 

Life Will Never Be The Same 

In 1984 14 elite panelists convened under the auspices of the National Institute of Health. Their task was 

to come to a consensus on what was then a little-known disease called osteoporosis. 

The greatest danger for victims of osteoporosis is a fracture. Carl, for example, has less than a 15% 

chance of being able to walk unaided six months after his fall. Worse, one in five with his injury will be 

dead within one year.  

So preventing these kinds of fractures is the major focus of all osteoporosis prevention and treatment.  

Progress… But Not The Kind You Might Think 

As a benchmark, the 1984 NIH panel noted that at that time osteoporosis was causing 1.3 million 

fractures every year.  

The strategy they recommended for prevention included calcium supplements and exercise. So doctors 

began recommending this to their patients – much to the delight of calcium supplement manufacturers.  

It’s no surprise therefore that since 1984 sales of calcium supplements have skyrocketed. From 

$166Million in 1986 to over $1.2Billion in 2009. Today, 58% of American women say they dutifully take 

some form of calcium supplement every day.  
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So 27 years – and several $Billions of calcium supplements later – you’d expect to see a dramatic change 

in the rate of osteoporosis-induced fractures. And you’d be right – the number has changed quite 

dramatically. But not the way you might think.  

Because according to the National Osteoporosis Foundation, today there are over two million fractures 

caused by osteoporosis every year.  

That’s right. We have followed the advice of the experts and it hasn’t worked. It could have worked – in 

fact it should have worked. But it hasn’t.  

To understand why is to get to the heart of what will seem like an unbelievable conspiracy – literally the 

stuff of paranoid fantasy. Except that it isn’t. It’s not conspiracy because its not something all the 

conspirators got together and planned – more like a set of events that each participant took advantage 

of in their own way, setting the stage for the next and the next.  

And it’s not a paranoid fantasy because it’s not a secret. It’s something the players are downright proud 

of – and have bragged about in the press, even labeling it “best practices” among their industries.  

Some might even say what has been perpetrated on American women in the guise of Osteoporosis 

prevention and treatment is nothing but good marketing.  

But that doesn’t make it right. And the women who have died from it probably wouldn’t have thought 

there was anything good about it at all. 

But if we as women want to avoid what happened to Carl and Rose Williams – and other typical 

outcomes that are much, much worse – we have to know this story. We have to understand how we’ve 

been manipulated and lied to so that we can do the simple things that really work.  

The good news is, there is a very simple and easy way to avoid this outcome. But getting there will 

require a bit of a trip “down the rabbit hole”.. it’s a bit like Keanu Reeves first discovering The Matrix.  

But once you see it you can escape it. And if enough of us escape it, we can defeat it. If that sounds like a 

plan to you, then read on! 

How A Bunch Of Hot, Hungry Scientists 

Accidentally Created An Epidemic 

Rome, 1992. Yet another panel has convened to examine the dreaded condition which is Osteoporosis. 

This time under the auspices of the World Health Organization. 

Anna Tosteson, professor of medicine at the Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice 

and Dartmouth Medical School was there. 
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In an interview with NPR in 2009, Tosteson said that the issue of how to define Osteoporosis was a 

contentious one.  Bone scanning technology had only recently become available, and still wasn’t widely 

used. And the criteria for diagnosing Osteoporosis was all over the map.  

The basic problem facing the researchers at this particular meeting was this: Since all women begin to 

lose bone mass after age 30, at what point does this natural occurrence become a problem? When does 

it go from a natural part of aging to something that must be medically treated? 

Debate raged over where exactly to draw that line.  

"Ultimately it was just a matter of, 'Well ... it has to be drawn somewhere,' " Tosteson says. "And as I 

recall, it was very hot in the meeting room, and people were in shirt sleeves and, you know, it was time 

to kind of move on, if you will. And, I can't quite frankly remember who it was who stood up and drew 

the picture and said, 'Well, let's just do this.' " 

So now Osteoporosis was arbitrarily defined as being 2.5 points below the density of a healthy 30-year 

old. But what about women just below that mark? Slightly below “normal” but not rising to the level of 

this new disease? 

Tosteson explains that researchers like clear categories. They needed to be able to define this other 

group in their research papers.  

Someone threw out the term Osteopenia and the hot, hungry scientists decided it sounded good and 

they could call it a day.  

"It was just meant to indicate the emergence of a problem," says Dr. L. Joseph Melton, an osteoporosis 

epidemiologist at the Mayo Clinic who attended the meeting. "It didn't have any particular diagnostic or 

therapeutic significance. It was just meant to show a huge group who looked like they might be at risk." 

Enter The Sharks 

Well if you think this nifty new disease category was a boon to the calcium supplement industry (which 

it was … more on that in a bit) “you ain’t seen nothin’ yet.” 

Because we all know the pharmaceutical industry will never sit back and let American Pill Poppers take 

something natural when a (more profitable) chemical can be made available. That would never do. 

In fact, pharmaceutical behemoth Merck had developed the Answer To It All in Fosamax – the first drug 

that didn’t use hormones to strengthen bone.  

But in 1995, when Fosamax isn’t selling, Merck turns to a consultant named Jeremy Allen to find out 

why. 
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What he discovers – and what he consequently does about it – will change the face of healthcare for 

American women. And while what you’re about to read may sound like a conspiracy theory, it’s actually 

been held up as a shining example of how things should be done in the pharmaceutical industry.  

Turns Out You Can’t Treat A “Disease” 

You Don’t Know You Have 

So Jeremy Allen discovers that we women aren’t popping Fosamax because we don’t know we have a 

problem. You see, its hard to remember this (kind of like remembering the days when we didn’t all have 

cell phones or personal computers) but back in 1995 most doctors didn’t have a way to measure our 

bone density. 

At that time, getting a bone density scan meant travelling to one of only a couple hundred testing 

centers in the US and climbing up on a very expensive machine to have your spine and hip X-Rayed. And 

you had to pay $200 - $300 for the privilege out of your own pocket.  

So needless to say, there wasn’t a whole lot of testing going on. No testing meant no diagnosing, and 

therefore no prescribing.  

What to do? 

For Allen, the solution was simple: get more women tested. To do that, every doctor in America needed 

a machine that could measure bone density, and it needed to be an inexpensive test. Preferably covered 

by insurance.  

But embarking on this campaign as an employee of Merck wouldn’t work – his conflict of interest was 

too glaringly obvious. To get around this, Allen had Merck create the official sounding nonprofit 

organization known as the Bone Measurement Institute.  

Next, he set out to find an alternative to the big expensive machines then used to measure said bone 

density.  

Pay No Attention To The Man Behind The Curtain! 

Allen discovered there was another way to measure bone. “Peripheral” machines were smaller, portable 

and could be made much less expensively. If he could get the manufacturers to produce enough of 

them, it was feasible Allen and his Bone Measurement Institute could get doctors to own and use them. 

Only problem was, the manufacturers didn’t want to go along with his grand plan. 

Richard Mazess, founder of the Lunar Corp., one of the largest manufacturers of bone density machines 

didn’t want to mass produce peripheral machines because the concept was, “diametrically opposed to 

what the academics thought was best for diagnosis," he says, "and would just lead to bad medicine." 
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But with $Billions in sales on the line, Jeremy Allen wasn’t easily dissuaded. 

"We bought one of the companies, and showed how low the price could become, purely to get 

everyone's attention. And we got everyone's attention," Allen says. "And subsequently when everyone 

else moved, we let it go and the company closed. We cheered its demise." 

Yes, you read that right: Merck bought a company for no other reason than to force an industry to 

manufacture machines that were not as effective just so doctors would use them to diagnose more 

patients as having a need for Merck’s struggling drug. 

So if at any time over the past decade you have been given a scan of your wrist or heel, you have one 

man to thank: Jeremy Allen. And believe me, he’s exceedingly proud of that fact, calling it, “a good 

episode of my life.” 

If that were all to this story it would be worth a Black Paper in itself. But unfortunately, we’ve barely 

scratched the surface.  

In Pursuit of a Dollar 

Getting his Peripheral Machines into mass production was only one step in Jeremy Allen’s plan. As he 

was out buying manufacturers, his Bone Measurement Institute was busy as well.  

He helped get the peripherals FDA approval by funding trials and assisting with submissions. (How 

objective do you think the trials he funded were? Yet you’d be amazed how many scientific studies are 

funded by people with a vested interest in the outcome.) 

He began “educating” doctors by sending out pamphlets with the Fosamax sales force. He created a 

leasing program so the doctors could finance them.  

But the real job of the BMI was getting the testing covered by Medicare. And in 1997 it and several 

other organizations (who also received funding from Merck) successfully lobbied for the passage of a bill 

that did just that. Medicare coverage leads to coverage by private insurance companies.  

Suddenly, it was profitable for doctors to offer bone scans.  

Meanwhile, Jeremy Allen wasn’t the only busy bee at Merck. The company had also developed a smaller 

dose of Fosamax, and in 1997 won FDA approval for this lower dose to be prescribed to sufferers of the 

“disease” now known as Osteopenia. 

Wait A Minute! When Did That Happen? 

Remember the group of hot, hungry scientists in Rome in 1992? All they meant to do was define a 

category for research purposes. But once you name something it tends to take on a life of its own. 
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So now Merck had the perfect storm: They had a “disease” with a scary sounding name. They had 

doctors who were now being told it was practically malpractice if they weren’t testing for it, and they 

had a drug ready to treat the millions of women who would inevitably be diagnosed with it.  

Inevitably? Go back to Rome for a minute. Remember that these researchers were meeting because 

every woman begins to lose bone mass after the age of 30. Their question was at what point does that 

loss become Osteoporosis. They answered that question by saying it was at 2.5 points below the score 

of a normal 30 year old woman.  

Then, just for classification purposes, they labeled Osteopenia as anything below the bone density of a 

normal 30 year old woman. 

If EVERY woman begins to lose bone mass at 30, then at some point EVERY WOMAN WILL FALL INTO 

THE CATEGORY THAT IS OSTEOPENIA.  

So Fosamax has sold $Billions, and has been joined by a whole class of drugs known as bisphosphonates 

– Actonel, Boniva, etc. These drugs are some of the most heavily marketed in American history (think 

Sally Field) and for obvious reason. They are quite literally a goldmine with a potentially endless market.  

Whether they’re safe or not is a completely different story, which we’ll get into in a bit. But first… 

Jump On In, The Water’s Really, Really Warm 

So… thanks to our group of scientists who just needed Air Conditioning and a caterer (HELLO they were 

in ROME they couldn’t have gotten food delivered??) and Jeremy Allen (who just wants to HELP)… you 

and I have a giant target on our bones.  

By and large we’re more successful than the generations who’ve gone before. So we have money to 

spend – lots of it. And since each and every one of us will probably get a “yellow” score on our bone 

density test at some point... well we’re a pretty hot commodity.  

While it could look like a giant conspiracy to separate us from that money, the truth of the matter is it’s 

more like the way a Gamblers Anonymous convention would look to a Vegas casino owner.  

It would draw them like bees to honey. 

Companies like Merck, Johnson & Johnson, Bayer… multibillion dollar behemoths with marketing 

budgets the size of small third world nations have flocked to this market.  

Some of them want you buy a drug. Some want you to buy a calcium supplement. All of them want you 

to pop some kind of pill, and the way they convince you to do so goes at the heart of one of the most 

trusted, sacred relationships in our society. 

It’s Not How You Start, It’s How You Finish 
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In 1946 Wally Walsdorf returned to San Antonio from World War II ready to make a difference in the 

world. He wanted to create health products that were truly needed.  

So he immediately began meeting with physicians to discover what they’d like to be recommending to 

their patients but couldn’t find. The information he got, and the relationships he forged, led to the 

creation of Mission Pharmacal that same year.  

You probably haven’t heard of Mission. But you have heard of their flagship product: Citracal.  

Wally Walsdorf believed in quality. He wanted to provide the best calcium supplement on the market. 

And at the time Citracal was created, it was. (We’ll talk about what’s happened since then in just a 

minute…) 

“I remember my dad bringing the tablets into the dining room and my sister, my mom and I would 

package,” son Neill Walsdorf Sr. says in a 2009 interview with the San Antonio Business Journal . “Dad 

would take some to the garage to a laboratory he had set up to test the products to make sure they had 

high quality.” 

But the real key to Mission’s success, according to Waldorf, was the relationships his father built up 

with physicians.  

That model – going directly to doctors in order to promote a supplement or drug – has become the 

standard. You may not think of it this way, but before your doctor makes a recommendation to you, 

whether it’s writing a prescription or recommending an OTC supplement – he or she has had to face a 

sophisticated marketing gauntlet that would sway the harshest cynic.  

In fact, it’s nearly impossible for her to find objective information that hasn’t been provided or 

sponsored in some way by the companies who profit from her recommendation.   

Think about this: Every time you go to visit your doctor, how many drug reps do you see? You know, the 

professional looking people who breeze right past the waiting room with thick looking briefcases. 

They’re the ones that make sure your doctor is stocked with samples to give away. They used to provide 

goodies like pens and notepads – and all kinds of other gifts you never saw – just in exchange for some 

“goodwill” from the doctor.  

Some states have enacted laws banning gifts. But not samples and information. And for most time-

crunched physicians, that information is one of their primary means of staying up on the latest research.  

(Even the articles in medical journals are indirectly sponsored by people like Merck and Johnson & 

Johnson and Bayer, and the studies they report on are often directly paid for by the manufacturers as 

well.) 

We’d all like to think that the information our doctors use to make their recommendations is honest, 

objective, up-to-the-minute and exhaustive.  
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But here’s the truth: It has taken me, a professional writer, nearly a year’s worth of full time research to 

discover everything in this Black Paper. It has been my full time job.  

I’m nobody special. I’m an average person just like you – and I never would have known any of this had I 

not devoted hundreds of hours to digging it up. 

Does a doctor seeing 100 patients a day have time to do that kind of digging? Of course not. She’s LUCKY 

if she gets to read ALL the information the reps bring her.  

But Isn’t That Information Regulated In Some Way? 

Yes, the FDA does have very strict rules about what companies can claim about their products. But not 

even the government can prevent biased research. They can’t make someone like Citracal include every 

study on, say, cardiovascular risks with their osteoporosis pamphlets.  

And what’s left out of the information both we as consumers and our health care providers receive is a 

bigger scandal than everything else we’ve covered so far. Much worse.  

It is, in fact, exactly how the supplement industry gets away with Murder. 

Part Two: What We Don’t Know 

Actually Does Kill Us 

Ok before we move on, let’s take a moment to catch our breath and recap: 

1.  1984: The NIH first meets to define osteoporosis and states that the disease at that time is 

responsible for 1.3 Million fractures annually. It recommends calcium supplements and 

exercise as methods of prevention.  

2. 1986: Sales of calcium supplements are estimated at $166Million 

3. 1992: The WHO sponsors another meeting to define the specific bone density measurement 

that constitutes a diagnosis of Osteoporosis. It however neglects to provide food and air 

conditioning, and the panel arbitrarily chooses a number. The panel also labels everyone 

between “normal” and this number in a new category it calls “osteopenia”, intending this to 

be only for classification purposes. It then heads out to dinner.  

4. 1995: Merck hires Jeremy Allen to “do something” about nonexistent sales of Fosamax, the 

first non-hormonal treatment for osteoporosis. Allen sets about getting peripheral bone 

density scanners into every doctors office in America. 

5. 1997: Allen’s Bone Measurement Institute successfully lobbies for peripheral bone scans to 

be covered by Medicaid. Meanwhile, a lower dose of Fosamax is approved to treat what has 

now become the “disease” of osteopenia. 

6. 1999: On the strength of doctor recommendations and media coverage, calcium 

supplement sales reach $361 Million. Sales of Fosamax reach $1.04Billion. 
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7. 2000 to today: Every woman over 50 (sometimes as young as 40) is recommended to take a 

bone density scan, and is told to take calcium supplements as a preventative measure. 

Millions of women test “positive” for osteopenia (as they should at their age considering 

the definition). Sales of Fosamax reached a high of over $3Billion in annual sales before 

losing it’s patent protection in 2008. In 2009, calcium supplement sales reached $1.2Billion, 

and in 2010 58% of women report taking a calcium supplement daily. 

8. 2011: Despite this massive Pill Popping, the National Osteoporosis Foundation reports that 

Osteoporosis related fractures have risen to over 2Million per year.  

So Now We Understand How We Got Here. 

The Question Is What Is It Doing To Us? 

The last thing Sally Rogers remembers is having severe indigestion. Then she woke up in the hospital and 

was told she was lucky to be alive. She'd had a heart attack.  

“I had the catheterization, and when it was over the cardiologist told us my arteries were as clear as any 

he’d ever seen. I was healthy. Not overweight, and I exercised regularly. My cholesterol levels were 

normal. The cardiologist was mystified.” 

But Sally had been taking calcium supplements faithfully for the last 8 years. 

“My doctor had told me when I turned 40 that I needed to start a calcium supplement to help prevent 

Osteoporosis. I had asked if there was any particular one that’s better than the others and he said, ‘no 

they’re pretty much all the same.’” 

Could Sally’s heart attack be linked to her calcium supplements? Dr. Ian Reid, Professor of Medicine at 

the University of Auckland in New Zealand, would probably argue that it was. Dr. Reid has led several  

studies into the effect calcium supplements have on women’s cardiovascular risk.  

In an interview with Reuters he had the following to say: 

"If you have 1,000 people taking calcium for five years, we will expect to find 14 more heart 

attacks, 10 more strokes and 13 more deaths in the people given calcium than they would 

have had if they hadn't been treated with calcium. That is 37 more adverse events and we 

expect 26 fractures being prevented." 

WHAT??! Is this researcher saying calcium supplements could actually be dangerous? 

Turns out some of them could be very much so. 

Not Just For Men Any More 

1984 was a significant year for other reasons than the NIH Osteoporosis Consensus Panel. It was the 

first year that more women than men died from heart disease. 
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Since that time the gap has continued to widen. In fact, according to the National Heart Association, 

women are now 15% more likely than men to die of a heart attack. 

The NHA estimates that 515,000 women will die from cardiovascular disease this year. This number is 

higher than the total deaths from all forms of cancer combined. 

Is it just coincidence that the numbers of women dying from heart disease has risen over the same years 

that sales of calcium supplements have exploded? 

As you look at some of the studies we’re about to examine, you’ll begin to see how this all ties together.  

The First Hint Of A Problem 

In January of 2008 a study was published in the prestigious British Medical Journal. 

From 2002 to 2007, 1,471 women were studied. Half of them had been given Citracal calcium 

supplements, the other half a placebo.  

Every six months for five years the researchers followed up on these women and counted their pills to 

gauge compliance to the study. 

At the end of the five years, researchers went back over medical records, hospital admissions and death 

certificates to get an idea of the “cardiovascular events” each group had experienced.  

They were amazed at what they discovered. The opening paragraphs of the study indicate the 

researchers had expected to see a lower rate of cardiovascular events in the calcium group.  

Instead, they found just the opposite.  

31 women reported having 45 heart attacks in the Citracal group. In the placebo group, only 14 women 

reported 19 heart attacks.  

The group taking Citracal had more than double the heart attacks.  

Was it a fluke? 

To find out the same team of researchers (including Dr Reid) conducted a meta-analysis of other studies. 

(A meta-analysis means researchers take data from multiple studies and analyze it for details that were 

not the focus originally. In this case, studies on how calcium supplements affected bone density were re-

analyzed to see what cardiovascular events were reported by participants.) 

These results were also published in the BMJ, this time in July of 2010. It was this study Reid was 

commenting on in the interview quoted above.  

When all the data were analyzed, Reid and his peers found that taking certain calcium supplements 

increased the risk of heart attack by as much as 31%.  
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Those supplements included Citracal, and many of the common brands you find in the store today. 

Yet there is a simple, clear way to make calcium supplement safer and more effective. But as of now 

Bayer (who bought Citracal from Mission just before the 2008 study was released) hasn’t so much as 

acknowledged the issue.  

Why should they? At the time they bought Citracal it was raking in over $54Million a year.  

Feeling Overwhelmed Yet? 

At this point you may be feeling a bit overwhelmed by it all. After all we have: 

 A classification (“osteopenia”) that every woman will eventually fall under being turned into a 

disease  

 Immense industry forces pressuring your doctor to make sure you pop a pill to either prevent or 

treat this “disease” so they can rake in $Billions 

 Both types of pills they want us to pop come with serious potential health risks, up to and 

including possible death. 

Wait A Minute – BOTH Types? 

Yes, it does in fact get worse.  (And we haven’t even covered some of the other things the wrong type of 

calcium supplement can do).  

Fosamax (just like Actonel and Boniva) is a type of drug called bisphosphonates. They work by 

preventing bones from “remodeling.”  

Remodeling is the process by which bones renew themselves. Cells called osteoclasts break down the 

bone tissue while osteoblasts rebuild it. This process keeps bones strong and healthy.  

But as we age the process tends to get slower, and the osteoclasts become more active than the 

osteoblasts. In other words, we break down bone but don’t build it back up quickly enough.  

Bisphosphonates work by killing osteoclasts. The idea is bone doesn’t break down so it doesn’t weaken. 

But as with most things in our bodies the remodeling process is there for a reason. When bones don’t 

remodel, they may stay more solid but over time they become brittle.  

Which is why long term users of bisphosphonates are beginning to see odd fractures happen.  In fact, 

there are currently class action lawsuits over these drugs from patients who suffered a rare fracture in 

their upper thighs as a result of taking them.  

Worse, the drugs can lead to a condition known as “jaw bone death,” in which the bone tissue in the jaw 

literally dies. It is exceedingly painful and at this time there is no known cure.  
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And this is just the beginning. No one ever studied the long term effects of taking these drugs, year after 

year. Especially to “treat” what is essentially normally aging bone mass. 

THIS Is What Blind Trust Has Done To Us 

This generation used to be famous for our lack of blind trust.  

In the ‘60’s we brought about a revolution in critical thinking. Remember? “Question everything!” we 

said.  

When did we lose that? When did we fall asleep and become a generation of pill poppers? (And I’m NOT 

talking about any of the stuff some of us may have done back in those experimental days…) 

I’m talking about going to an overworked doctor who – even though she is a good doctor who really 

does have our best interests at heart – simply does not have the time or the information to give us an 

objective recommendation. And blindly popping whatever pill she’s been influenced to recommend.  

We have ALL – including our doctors – ceded our decision making to a cabal of hungry wolves. Massive 

mega-corporations who are legally bound to provide a PROFIT to their shareholders above all else.  

And why? Because we don’t have the time to find out the truth for ourselves.   

This Situation Cannot Continue 

Today, millions of women are popping pills that could kill them. Perhaps you have some in your 

medicine cabinet right now.  

All because giant powerful forces have been allowed to operate unquestioned.  

Nobody says anything when Bayer (who owns Citracal) pays the salary of the researcher looking into 

calcium’s effect on bone mass. So nobody wonders why that researcher doesn’t say anything about how 

many MORE of his subjects died from heart failure during the trial.  

Nobody bats an eye when Merck buys an entire company and creates “independent” nonprofit 

organizations to lobby for legislation that will pay for less accurate tests – all to sell more of a drug that 

turns out can be very harmful.  

Worse, nobody takes the time to dig into the data and find a simple, common sense solution that will 

prevent a heck of a lot of problems.  

A solution that could have kept Rose and Carl Williams out of the hospital. That could have prevented 

Sally Rogers’ heart attack.  

Well, almost nobody. 
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What Must Be Done Differently And Why 

At this point it should be pretty clear that unless you have fairly serious osteoporosis you might want to 

avoid the bisphosphonate prescription. 

But does that mean you do nothing? What about calcium?  

This is much trickier. Because calcium is something your body desperately needs and very few of us get 

anywhere near enough from diet alone.  And that is the crux of the problem – osteoporosis is very real, 

as are all two million of those potentially deadly fractures that happen every year. 

According to Dr. Reid and his fellow researchers, the problem with calcium supplements is a matter of 

absorption.  

Calcium is a mineral of course, and it’s somewhat tricky to get it absorbed by the body in a way that is 

actually useful. So when you take a calcium supplement one of three things can happen: 

1. It doesn’t make it out of your digestive system at all and is waste 

2. It makes it to your bloodstream but is either filtered out by the kidneys or allowed to settle in 

soft tissues such as arteries and joints or 

3. It makes it to your bones where it can do its job.  

The first problem just means you’ve wasted your money. But the second is, according to Dr. Reid and 

associates, exactly what lands people like Sally Rogers in the ER – and all too many to an early grave.  

Imagine calcium that has made it to your bloodstream as being a bit like sand being carried through your 

veins. If that sand is not picked up and moved to your bone by a very specific process that requires a 

certain nutrient (more on that in a minute) it has no choice. It begins to settle like sludge.  

And herein lies the gravest danger for women. Because according to the Women’s Heart Foundation, 

“Men’s plaque distributes in clumps whereas women’s distributes evenly throughout artery walls. This 

results in women’s angiographic studies being misinterpreted as ‘normal’.”  

Which is likely why cardiologists like Sally Rogers’s are “mystified.” And why nearly 2/3 of deaths from 

heart attacks in women occur among those with no prior history of a problem.  

Companies like Bayer and Merck have hundreds of thousands of employees. They have entire divisions 

dedicated to research. Do you think there is any chance whatsoever they aren’t aware of this 

information? 

Yet none of them have done anything about it.  

What They’re Ignoring:  

The Simple, Easy Way To A Safer Calcium Supplement 
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OK. So the problem is that calcium isn’t making it from the bottle to the bone, right? That’s it in a 

nutshell.  

If it was, Sally Rogers probably wouldn’t have had her heart attack. And Carl Williams probably wouldn’t 

have broken his hip. And fracture rates wouldn’t continue to skyrocket despite the ridiculous amount of 

money we’re all spending on calcium supplements.  

Because legitimate science has shown two things:  

1. The right form of calcium can indeed help prevent fractures, strengthen bones, and deliver a 

host of other health benefits.  

2. There are just a handful of other nutrients needed to make that calcium effective for your 

bones and safe for your heart.  

So here, in a nutshell, are the things the pill popper suppliers are ignoring: 

1. There is a safer, better absorbed form of calcium. Citracal hangs its hat on the fact that it 

contains a form of calcium – calcium citrate – that has (according to the Citracal website) 

“unsurpassed absorption.” Unfortunately, this happens to be a bold faced lie.  

 

Most calcium supplements contain either the calcium citrate in citracal or an even less-absorbed 

form called calcium carbonate. These are the forms used in every one of the studies looked at 

by Dr. Reid and his associates that found an increased risk of heart attacks. 

 

There is another form of calcium called calcium citramate. It has been shown to be 30% more 

absorbable than calcium citrate. It’s also been shown to reduce fracture risk. And it’s NEVER 

been implicated in an increased heart risk.  

 

2. Any form of calcium requires vitamin D to be absorbed. It’s worth noting that Dr. Reid’s studies 

excluded any that used calcium along with vitamin D. Calcium simply cannot be absorbed and 

utilized by the body without proper amounts of vitamin D. This D must be in the form of D3 

which is the form produced by the body when exposed to sunlight. 

 

3. Magnesium is crucial for calcium to be utilized by the body. It stimulates the hormones that 

put calcium into bones and prevent it from being deposited in soft tissue or arteries. Magnesium 

deficiency alters calcium metabolism and has been found to prevent fractures and significantly 

increase bone density. Some experts believe magnesium is just as critical for bone health as 

calcium itself.  

 

But there is a catch. Calcium and magnesium fight for absorption in the intestines, and must be 

in the proper ratio for either to work. If your calcium supplement contains anything other than 
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two parts calcium to one part magnesium, both are being wasted. 

 

4. Vitamin C. It doesn’t get as much press as D or magnesium in regards to bone health. But 

studies have shown vitamin C increases calcium absorption in the intestines, is essential for the 

formation of collagen (the connective tissue in bone) and stimulates the proteins involved in 

bone formation. It’s been shown to reduce bone loss and lead to higher bone mineral density. 

 

5. Vitamin K may well be the key to it all. It’s essential for the protein that binds calcium to the 

bone matrix, making it key to getting calcium out of arteries and into bones. It helps prevent 

calcium buildup in arteries and in fact, studies have shown it can decrease existing calcium 

buildup by up to 37% in as little as 6 weeks. 

 

It’s been shown to increase calcium absorption, increase bone gain and decrease bone loss. 

Other studies have shown it to prevent bone loss and reduce fracture risk. It sustains lumbar 

bone mineral density, while the lack of vitamin k has been associated with lower BMD. 

 

6. Lysine may be more famous for cold sores, but studies show it has a vital effect on 

calcium absorption and utilization as well. It’s been shown to increase calcium absorption 

and decrease the amount excreted in urine, as well as increasing the speed at which 

calcium is absorbed. It promotes mineral absorption, increasing the amount of calcium 

incorporated into the bone matrix. Finally, it stimulates the cells responsible for bone 

formation. 

See How Simple That Is? 

But The Pill Pushers Don’t Care 

If the behemoth pill pushers cared about anything other than profits they would have either 

created a calcium supplement with the above ingredients or they would have at least put them in 

some kind of add-on supplement to take with your calcium. But they haven’t.  

 

(As far as we know, only ONE manufacturer has created anything close to this. You can learn 

more about them on our website.) 

 

Of course this is just ONE supplement. One disease, one industry.  This story is by no means 

unique. 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6VKN-46SW5WV-5&_user=10&_coverDate=12%2F31%2F2002&_rdoc=1&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_sort=d&_docanchor=&view=c&_acct=C000050221&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=10&md5=28ccfc0a74811017943a90f7fd0ad354&searchtype=a
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We have become a nation of blind pill poppers.  The same generation that made it cool to 

question everyone now doesn’t question at all when we’re told we need a test and that the 

“yellow” result means we need a drug.  

 

And we just say “OK” when the same harried doctor tells us we need a calcium supplement but 

that they’re all the same. Just because she’s nice and she means well, and because she is 

supposed to be an expert.  

How To Escape The Pill Popping Herd 

The behemoth pill pushing companies have enjoyed our trust for too long. They play on that trust 

and expect us to follow along like sheep, because they know we don’t have time to do hours and 

hours of research.  

They take advantage of that fact.  

But where will they be when we’re in the hospital because of the pills we’ve popped? When we 

either suffer the fracture anyway, or have a heart attack, and our loved ones are outside praying 

for everything to be ok? 

It’s time to leave the herd. 

Time to stop being a blind pill popper. Now that you’ve seen the truth – as we said in the 

beginning, kind of like when Keanu Reeves first saw the Matrix – you have the choice to break 

free.  

You’ve come this far. You’ve learned this much. You can be the savvy “Supplement Fox” that 

doesn’t take anybody’s word for it but finds out the truth for themselves.  

And the fact that you’re in this position – the uncomfortable position of seeing how you’ve been 

deceived – proves you have what it takes to break free:  

 The fact that you’ve listened to your doctor up till know means you are willing to follow 

sound advice when it’s presented to you 

 The fact that you’re still reading means that not only do you have more stick-to-it-iveness 

than the average person but you’re willing to face uncomfortable facts and not bury your 

head in the sand 

 The fact that you’re still reading also means that you’re logical enough to see the truth 

that’s been presented here 
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 The fact that you’ve been taking something faithfully up till now (if you have) means that 

you’re capable of taking the right thing, too 

 The fact that your full busy life was what kept you from researching this on your own 

means that.. well… you have a life! You’re not just sitting in front of a computer screen all 

the time but are actively engaged in the things that will give you a much better chance at 

overall health 

So what does breaking free mean? 

It means getting the facts and acting on them. It means finding out what you’re really putting into 

your body.  

The ‘60’s were a revolution in critical thinking. You and I can make the “teens” a revolution in 

critical living. 

Join The Movement: Become A Savvy Supplement Fox 

At this point you might be saying, “Well who the hell are you? And why should I trust what you 

say over anyone else?” 

If so, then Bravo!  

And to answer your question, we are a rag-tag company called aProvenProduct. We’re a group of 

regular people just like you who care about our health and want to do the best things we can for 

it. And just like you, we’re sick and tired of being fooled, misled and used. 

We founded this company to provide an alternative. A place where busy people can come and 

find the best options in a limited number of supplement categories.  

But it’s also a place where busy people can come to find the truth. Whether they ever buy from 

us or not, our research is available and laid out in a way that you can spend as much – or as little 

– time digging for the truth as you want.  

Let me repeat that: You don’t ever have to buy anything from us to benefit from our research. 

We all have to make a living, and we chose to do it in a way that helps people. There are 

supplements available on our site to purchase, and the proceeds from those sales enable us to 

continue doing this research. Before any product goes on our site it is strenuously reviewed. Our 

top priority is that no product we endorse has the potential to cause harm.  
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But that does not mean you have to buy from us to benefit from what you’ve learned here, or to 

join the movement we’re trying to create.   

Join our movement today at our Supplement Fox Page. There you’ll find links to all the research 

that went into this paper, as well as a Guide To Surviving Calcium Supplements that you can 

download and use as a checklist (or pass on to a friend), and a handy information sheet they can 

print and take to their doctor (that she can scan quickly.) 

Everyone who joins us is will be one less person who dies from taking the wrong calcium 

supplement. Maybe we’re a small group, and maybe they never even notice we exist. But WE will 

know… we’ll know that unlike the rest of the world WE are not going to put anything in our 

bodies that doesn’t make sense. 

The Pill Popping stops now! 

 

http://www.aprovenproduct.com/l/supplementfox

